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We investigate the distribution of nonuniform complexities in uniform complexity classes. 
We prove that almost every problem decidable in exponential space has essentially maximum 
circuit-size and space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity almost everywhere. (The circuit-size 
lower bound actually exceeds, and thereby strengthens, the Shannon 2”/n lower bound for 
almost every problem, with no computability constraint.) In exponential time complexity 
classes, we prove that the strongest relativizable lower bounds hold almost everywhere for 
almost all problems. Finally, we show that infinite pseudorandom sequences have high non- 
uniform complexity almost everywhere. The results are unified by a new, more powerful 
formulation of the underlying measure theory, based on uniform systems of density functions, 
and by the introduction of a new nonuniform complexity measure, the selective Kolmogorov 
complexity. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A precise account of the quantitative relationships between uniform and non- 
uniform complexity measures is a principal objective of the theory of computation. 
For the most important nonuniform complexity measures-those that measure size 
of programs and size of circuits-this paper establishes new lower bounds that hold 
almost everywhere in uniform time and space complexity classes. 
The circuit-size complexity of Boolean functions has been studied for over 
50 years. Shannon [38] proved that every Boolean function f: { 0, 1 }” -+ { 0, 1 } is 
computed by a circuit with 0(2”/n) gates and that, asymptotically, almost every 
such function requires more than 2”/n( 1 - E) gates, for every E > 0. Lupanov [23] 
tightened Shannon’s upper bound by proving that every such function f is com- 
puted by a circuit with (2”/n)( 1 + 0(1/A)) gates. Since Lupanov’s upper bound 
and Shannon’s lower bound have asymptotic ratio 1, these bounds together imply 
that almost every Boolean function has essentially maximum circuit-size com- 
plexity. Lupanov named this phenomenon the Shannon effect. 
In order to compare circuit size to uniform, algorithmic complexity measures, the 
circuit-size complexity measure has been extended in the natural way from Boolean 
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functions to decision problems, i.e., to (infinite) binary sequences x E (0, 1 > =. In this 
setting, a routine modification of Shannon’s lower bound argument gives the 
following formulation of the Shannon effect. If E > 0 and an infinite binary sequence 
is chosen probabilistically by using an independent toss of a fair coin to decide each 
bit, then with probability 1 the chosen sequence x will have circuit-size complexity 
CS,(n) > (2”/n)(l -E) for all but finitely many n. More succinctly, in the usual 
Lebesgue measure on (0, 1 } Oc, almost every binary sequence x has CS .(n) > 
(2”/n)( 1 - E) for almost every n. 
The set P/Poly, consisting of those decision problems that have polynomial-size 
circuits, is of particular interest. It is clear that P/Poly is an uncountable, measure 
0 subset of (0, 1 } 33 and that P E P/Poly. Kannan [ 151 has shown that 
ESPACE g P/Poly. It is widely believed that NP P; P/Poly, i.e., that NP-complete 
problems are infeasible in a strong, information-theoretic sense. Supporting this 
conjecture, Karp and Lipton [ 16) have shown that NP E P/Poly has the unlikely 
consequence of collapsing the polynomial-time hierarchy to its second level. On 
the other hand, Wilson [44] has exhibited oracles relative to which 
E, = DTIME(2Po’Y) c P/Poly and problems in NP and E = DTIME(21inea’) all have 
linear-size circuits, so progress toward resolving this conjecture may not come 
easily. 
A distriburional investigation of uniform versus nonuniform complexity was 
initiated by Lutz [24]. Regarding the Kannan ESPACE $G P/Poly result, we 
addressed the following question. Among problems in ESPACE, is the phenomenon 
of not having polynomial-size circuits rare, or is it in some sense typical? This 
question led to the development of resource-bounded category and measure in [24]. 
These techniques, which extend classical and effective versions of Baire category 
and Lebesgue measure (see [33, 9, 7, 30, 31 I), define the meager (“topologically 
small”) and measure 0 (“probabilistically small”) subsets of various complexity 
classes, respectively. It was proven in [24] that P/Poly n ESPACE is a meager, 
measure 0 subset of ESPACE. Thus the phenomenon of not having polynomial-size 
circuits is uery typical of problems in ESPACE, in the sense of both category and 
measure. 
In this paper we prove that the Shannon effect holds with full force in ESPACE. 
Specifically, with respect to measure, for every real cr < 1, almost every binary 
sequence x E ESPACE has circuit-size complexity CS,(n) > (2”/n)( 1 + r log n/n) for 
almost every n. This almost everywhere lower bound on circuit-size complexity in 
ESPACE extends the previous work in two significant ways. 
(i) The (2”/n)(l + c( log n/n) lower bound here exceeds the 0(2”/n) lower 
bound of [24] and is only negligibly smaller than the Lupanov 
(2”/n)( 1 + 0( l/fi)) upper bound for every x E { 0, 1 ]I Z. (In fact, the present lower 
bound slightly exceeds, and as a consequence tightens, the Shannon 2”/n lower 
bound for almost every x E (0, I ) “.) 
(ii) The lower bound here is proven to hold for almost every n, whereas the 
lower bound in [24] is only shown to hold for infinitely man-v n. For example, let 
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P/Poly’.“. be the set of binary sequences x for which there is a polynomial q such 
that CS,(n) < q(n) for infinitely many n. The proof of Kannan [15] actually shows 
that ESPACE e P/Poly’.“.. The present result implies that P/Poly’.“. n ESPACE is 
in fact a measure 0 subset of ESPACE. 
Putting these advances together gives our strong formulation of the Shannon effect 
in ESPACE: almost every problem in ESPACE has essentially maximum circuit-size 
complexity almost everywhere. 
The Kolmogorov complexity (often called the program-size complexity) of binary 
strings and sequences was discovered independently by Solomonoff [40], 
Kolmogorov [18], and Chaitin [6]. The extraordinary power and scope of this 
notion have recently been surveyed by Kolmogorov and Uspenskii [19] and Li 
and Vitanyi [21]. In this paper we are primarily concerned with resource-bounded 
Kolmogorov complexities, which have been investigated by Hartmanis [lo], Sipser 
[39], Ko [17], Longpre [22], Balcazar and Book [3], Huynh [13], Lutz [24], 
Allender and Watanabe [2], and many others. 
Martin-LGf [29] showed that K(x)n), the conditional Kolmogorov complexity 
of infinite binary sequences x, exhibits a strong Shannon effect. Specifically, Martin- 
Lof proved that if the series x:,“=, 2-f(“) converges (e.g., if f(n) = CI log n for some 
real c1> l), then in the sense of Lebesgue measure, almost every binary sequence 
x E (0, 1 }” has conditional Kolmogorov complexity K(xln) > n -f(n) for all but 
finitely many n. For suitable f, this lower bound is already very close to the well- 
known upper bound, K(x (n) <n + c for all x and n, where c is a fixed constant. 
However, Martin-Liif [29] also tightened the upper bound by proving that if 
f is computable and the series C,“=, 2- f(E) diverges (e.g., if f(n) = log n), then 
every binary sequence x E (0, 1 } m has conditional Kolmogorov complexity 
K(x( n) <n -f(n) for infinitely many n. Thus, for computable f, it is the con- 
vergence/divergence behavior of C,“= 0 2 - f(n) that determines whether n -f(n) is an 
infinitely often upper bound on K(x In) for all x or an almost everywhere lower 
bound on K(x 1 n) for almost every x. Since the convergence/divergence behavior of 
C,“= 0 2-f’“’ is sensitive to very small changes in the growth rate off, this implies 
that almost every binary sequence x E {O, 1 } m has essentially maximum conditional 
Kolmogorov complexity almost everywhere. 
We prove in this paper that the Shannon effect holds with full force, in essentially 
the above form, for the space-bounded conditional Kolmogorov complexity of 
problems in ESPACE. Moreover, we unify this result with the Shannon effect for 
circuit size in ESPACE by introducing a new program-size complexity measure, the 
selective Kolmogorov complexity. Roughly speaking, the conditional Kolmogorov 
complexity of x at n, written K(x) n), is the length of the shortest program rr that, 
given n, outputs the first n bits of x. The a-selective Kolmogorov complexity of x 
at n, written K(x A o(n), is the same, except that the program rr is now only 
required to be correct about bits of x specified by a(n), the value of the selector d 
at n. If the selector (T requires all bits to be correct, then K(x A CT) n) = K(x) n); i.e., 
the a-selective Kolmogorov complexity is precisely the conditional Kolmogorov 
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complexity. However, if a(n) only requires 71 to be correct about some of the first 
n bits of x, then K(x A o(n) may be much smaller than K(x( n). 
The main theorem of this paper is Theorem 4.4, which shows that almost every 
problem in ESPACE has very high space-bounded selective Kolmogorov com- 
plexity almost everywhere. By inequality (4.4) this almost everywhere lower bound 
is tight, so we have a strong instance of the Shannon effect: almost every problem 
in ESPACE has essentially maximum space-bounded selective Kolmogorov com- 
plexity almost everywhere. 
This appears to be a very powerful formulation of the Shannon effect in 
ESPACE. The above-mentioned Shannon effects for circuit-size and conditional 
Kolmogorov complexities in ESPACE are derived from this more general result. 
We also prove almost everywhere lower bounds for nonuniform complexities in 
uniform time complexity classes. In this case our lower bounds are considerably 
smaller than known upper bounds, so much remains to be discovered. From a 
distributional point of view, however, our results are quite strong. We prove that the 
highest levels of circuit-size and time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity known (or 
provable by relativizable methods) to be exceeded infinitely often by any problem 
decidable in exponential time are in fact exceeded almost everywhere by almost 
every problem decidable in exponential time. 
Our almost everywhere lower bounds on nonuniform complexity have immediate 
consequences for the theory of pseudorandom sequences. Following work by Yao 
[45], Blum and Micali [S], Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Micali [8], Levin [20], 
Allender [l], and others on the generation of finite pseudorandom sequences from 
shorter random sequences, and following work by Schnorr [34, 361, Wilber [43], 
Huynh [12, 131, Ko [17], and others on pseudorandom properties of infinite 
sequences, Lutz [25, 271 gave a measure-theoretic definition of infinite pseudo- 
random sequences. This definition of pseudorandomness is analogous to the 
Martin-Lbf [28] definition of randomness, but is based on resource-bounded 
measure theory and thereby provides an abundance of pseudorandom sequences 
that are deterministically computable at relatively low complexity levels. Pseudo- 
random sequences and their properties are discussed in detail in [27]. In this paper 
we use our almost everywhere lower bounds to show that infinite pseudorandom 
sequences have high circuit-size and Kolmogorov complexity almost everywhere. 
Note. The resource-bounded measure introduced in [24], and used to define 
pseudorandom sequences in [ZS], was formulated in terms of “covering by 
modulated enumerations of cylinders.” This formulation is not strong enough (i.e., 
does not render enough sets measurable) to prove the main results of the present 
paper. Indeed, some of the proofs in [24, 251 are not correct without some tech- 
nical modification of the underlying measure theory. In Section 3 below, we present 
some of the elements of a new, more powerful formulation of resource-bounded 
measure, based on uniform systems of density functions. This formulation, like the 
old one, is a general theory with a resource bound (class of functions) A as a 
parameter. Various choices of this parameter A give various measure theories as 
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special cases. One of these cases is classical Lebesgue measure. Other special cases 
impose internal measure-theoretic structure on REC, E, ESPACE, and other com- 
plexity classes. All sets measurable in the formulation of [24] have the same 
measure in the new formulation, and the new formulation admits rigorous (and 
simpler) proofs of the applications in [24, 25-J. Moreover, the new formulation, by 
expanding the class of measurable sets, has yielded a number of new applications, 
especially in time-bounded complexity classes. 
Although a complete development of resource-bounded measure is beyond the 
scope of this paper, Section 3 below presents all the ideas, results, and proofs 
needed for the applications here. The present paper is thus self-contained. 
(Theorems 3.19, 6.2, and 6.3 are not proven or used in this paper.) A brief discus- 
sion of the relation between our density functions and the martingales used by 
Schnorr [34-37) in his investigation of random and pseudorandom sequences 
appears at the end of Section 3. More thorough discussions of resource-bounded 
measure and pseudorandomness will appear in [26, 271. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We work in two alphabets, the usual binary alphabet (0, l> and the extended 
binary alphabet Z= (0, 1, I, T). The elements I (“bottom”) and T (“top”) of Z 
are interpreted as “undefined bit” and “impossibly defined bit,” respectively. We 
define c to be the partial ordering 
T 
0 
/\ 
\/ 
1 
I 
of Z. Thus b c b’ means that bit b is “no more defined than” bit b’. 
A string is a finite sequence XEX *. A binary string is a string x E (0, 1 } *. A 
sequence is an infinite sequence x E Z”. A binary sequence is a sequence x E { 0, 1) O”. 
We use variables x, y, z, etc., to denote strings or sequences. We write 1x1 for the 
length of x. Thus 1x1 E N u { co }, where N is the set of nonnegative integers. The 
unique string of length 0 is i, the empty string. 
If x is a string and y is a string or sequence, then xy is the concatenation of x 
and y. If x is already a sequence, then xy = x. If x is a string and k E N u (cc }, then 
xk is the k-fold concatenation of x with itself. Thus x0 = 2 and xk+’ = xxk. 
If 0 <i< j< 1x1, then x[i..j] is the string consisting of the ith through jth bits 
of x. Thus x = x[O.. 1x1 - 11 if x is a string. We write x[i] for x[i..i], the ith bit 
of x. 
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We extend the partial ordering c to strings and sequences via the following 
rules. 
(i) For x, ~EC”, x c y if and only if x[i] c_ y[i] for every in N. 
(ii) For x, YEE’“, x$yifandonlyifxcyandx#y. 
(iii) For arbitrary x and y, x E y if and only if x I 71 c 1’ I r. 
(iv) For arbitrary x and y, x 5 y if and only if x I z 5 y I -X. 
The extended relation E is not technically a partial ordering because it is not 
antisymmetric. For example, for any string x, x and xl are distinct strings with 
x c x I and x-L c x. In practice, however, we will think of x, x I, and x I* as 
denoting essentially the same object, so no confusion will result from calling c a 
partial ordering of strings and sequences, Note that .Y 5 y means that x is “strictly 
less defined than” y. Thus, for example, it is not the case that x 5 x 1. 
Note that if x and y are binary strings, i.e., x, YE (0, 1 }*, then x c ,v means that 
x is a prefix of y and x 5 y means that x is a proper prefix of y. 
We define /Ix//, the number of defined bits in a string XEZ*, by the following 
recursion. 
ll~ll =o 
Ilx 1 II = IIXII 
IIXOII = II-X 1II = llxll + 1 
llxT\l = m. 
Thus /(XII 6 1x1 if XE (0, 1, I}*, 11x(/ = 1x1 if XE (0, 1 I*, and \lxl\ = cc if x contains 
any occurrence of T. 
Our primary objects of study are the binary sequences. The extended binary 
alphabet Z is a technical device whose primary role is the following. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The cylinder generated by a string x E C* is 
C,={yE{O,l)” lxcyf 
Thus we regard a string x E C* as an approximation, or “partial specification” of 
a binary sequence y. The cylinder C, is the set of all binary sequences that meet this 
specification. If T appears in x, then C, = 0; i.e., the specification x is unsatisfiable. 
The measure of a cylinder C, is p(x) = l(C,) = 2-“““. This is the probability that 
y E C, when the binary sequence y E { 0, 1 } a: is chosen probabilistically by using an 
independent toss of a fair coin to decide each bit of y. 
It is useful to have an operation that “merges” two specifications. To this end, for 
b, b’ E C, we write b A 6’ for the least upper bound of b and b’ with respect to r. 
We then extend the operation A to strings and sequences as follows. 
(v) For x, YEZ~, x A YEC m is defined by (x A y)[i] = x[i] A y[i] for all 
iEN. 
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(vi) For arbitrary x and y, 1x A yl =max(lxl, Ivl} and (x A y)l”= 
(xl”) A (yl”). 
It is easy to check that A does indeed merge specifications in the following sense. 
Fact 2.2. For all x, y E Z*, C, A y = C, n C,. 
Complexity classes are usually defined as sets of languages. A language here is a 
set L c (0, 1 } *, i.e., a set of binary strings. We fix the lexicographic enumeration 
s,=1, sl=o, s2= 1, s,=OO )... of (0, 1 )* and identify each language L with its 
characteristic sequence xL E (0, 1 }” defined by 
xJkl= :, 
i 
if S,EL 
if s,#L. 
This identifies the set P( (0, l)*) of all languages with the set (0, 11” of all binary 
sequences. Under this identification, a string x E .Z* approximates a language L, and 
we write xc L, if x E xL. Thus the cylinder generated by x is also a set of 
languages, 
We use X, Y, 2, etc., to denote sets of languages (equivalently, to denote sets of 
binary sequences). The complement of a set X is Xc = P( (0, 1 }*)\X= (0, 1 }” \X 
We use the lexicographic successor function next: (0, 1 }* --, (0, 1 }* defined by 
next(s,) = sk + I for all k E N. 
We fix once and for all a one-to-one pairing function ( , ) from Z* x C* onto 
Z* such that the pairing function and its associated projections, (x, y) H x and 
(x, y) H y are computable in polynomial time. We insist further that this pairing 
function satisfy the following conditions for all x, y EL’*. 
(a) (x, v) E (0, l}* if and only if x, YE (0, l}*. 
(b) (x, y) E {O}* if and only if x, YE {O}*. 
These conditions canonically induce pairing functions ( , ) from (0, 1 }* x (0, 1 }* 
onto (0, 1 }* and from N x N onto N, respectively. We write (x, y, z) for 
(x, (y, z)), etc., so that tuples of any fixed length are coded by the pairing 
function. 
We let D = {m2-” ) m, n E N} be the set of nonnegative dyadic rationals. Many 
functions in this paper take their values in D or in [0, co), the set of nonnegative 
real numbers. In fact, with the exception of some functions that map into [0, co), 
all our functions are of the form f: X + Y, where each of the sets X, Y is N, (0, 1 }*, 
Z*, D, or some Cartesian product of these sets. Formally, in order to have uniform 
criteria for their computational complexity, we regard all such functions as 
mapping Z* into L’*. For example, a function f: N2 x (0, 1 f * --) N x D is formally 
interpreted as a function f: .Z* + Z*. Under this interpretation, f (i, j, w) = (k, q) 
means that f( (Oi, (Oi, w) )) = (Ok, (a, a) >, where u and u are the binary represen- 
tations of the integer and fractional parts of q, respectively. Moreover, we only care 
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about the values of 7 for arguments of the form (O’, (Oi, w ) ), and we insist that 
these values have the form (Ok, (u, u) > for such arguments. 
For a function f: N x X -+ Y and k E N, we define the function fk: X -+ Y by 
fk(x) =f(k, x) = f((O“, x)). We then regard f as a “uniform enumeration” of the 
functions fo, fi , fi, . . . . For a function f: N” x X-+ Y (n 3 2), we write fk,[= ( fk),, 
etc. For a function f: (0, 1) * + (0, 1 }*, we write f" for the n-fold composition of 
f with itself. 
We say that a condition O(n) holds almost everywhere (a.e.) if it holds for all but 
finitely many n E N. We say that Q(n) holds infinitely often (i.o.) if it holds for 
infinitely many n E N. 
We use the discrete logarithm 
logn=min{kEN 1 2k>n}. 
Note that log 0 = 0. 
For each if N we define a class Gi of functions from N into N as follows. 
Go = (f ) (3k) f(n) d kn a.e.} 
Gi+, = 2’%(l“gn) = {f I (3gEG,)f(n)62g""Bn) a.e. ). 
We also define the functions 2; E Gi by So(n) = 2n, ii+ ,(n) = 2fs”0g “). We regard the 
functions in these classes as growth rates. In particular, G, contains the linearly 
bounded growth rates and G, contains the polynomially bounded growth rates. It 
is easy to show that each G, is closed under composition, that each f E Gi is o( 2; + I ), 
and that each ii is 42”). Thus Gi contains superpolynomial growth rates for all 
i > 1, but all growth rates in the G,-hierarchy are subexponential. 
All results in this paper are robust with respect to reasonable choices of the 
underlying model of deterministic, algorithmic computation. Our machines and 
algorithms can thus be interpreted as Turing machines, random access machines, 
pointer machines, etc. 
Within the class REC of all decidable languages, we are interested in the uniform 
complexity classes E, = DTIME(2G1-‘) and E,SPACE = DSPACE(2Gz-‘) for i > 1, 
The well-known exponential complexity classes E = E, = DTIME(21inea’), 
E, = DTIME(2P“lY”“m’al ), ESPACE = E i SPACE = DSPACE( 21inear), and E,SPACE = 
DSpACE(2PO’Y”‘J”‘a’) are of particular interest. 
We use the following classes of functions. 
all=(f lf:Z*-*Z*} 
ret = {f E all 1 f is recursive} 
pi= Veal1 If is computable in Gi time} (iZ 1) 
pispace = {f~ all I f is computable in G, space} (ia 1). 
(The length of the output is included as part of the space used in c0mputing.f.) We 
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write p for p, and pspace for p, space. Throughout this paper, A and A’ denote one 
of the classes all, ret, pi(i 3 1 ), p,space(i 3 1). 
A constructor is a function 6: (0, I} * + (0, 1 } * that satisfies x s 6(x) for all x. 
The result of a constructor 6 (i.e., the language constructed by 6) is the unique 
language R(6) such that h”(1) r R(6) for all n E N. Intuitively, 6 constructs R(6) by 
starting with 1 and then iteratively generating successively longer prefixes of R(6). 
We write R(A) for the set of languages R(6) such that 6 is a constructor in A. The 
following routine lemma is the reason for our interest in the above-defined classes 
of functions. 
LEMMA 2.3 [24]. 
(1) R(all)=9({0, l>*)= {O,l>“. 
(2) R(rec) = REC. 
(3) For ia 1, R(pi)=Ei. 
(4) For i> 1, R(p,space) = EiSPACE. 
Some of our results involve the convergence/divergence of infinite series. A series 
C,“=, a, of nonnegative real numbers a, is A-convergent if there is a function 
m:N+N such that mcA and 
I? a,62-’ 
n = m(i) 
for all i E N. Such a function m is sometimes called a modulus of the convergence. 
If A = all, this is the usual notion of convergence. If A is a time- or space-bounded 
class of transductions, then d-convergence is a stronger condition than con- 
vergence. Note that a series is pi-convergent if and only if it is pispace-convergent. 
Adding a layer of uniformity, a sequence 
(j= 0, 1, 2, . ..) 
of series of nonnegative real numbers is uniformly A-conuergent if there is a function 
m: N2 + N such that m E A and, for all j E N, mi is a modulus of the convergence 
of the series CFzO aj,k. 
3. RESOURCE-BOUNDED MEASURE 
In this section we present those aspects of resource-bounded measure that will 
be used in the sequel. The formulation here, based on uniform systems of density 
functions, is much more powerful than the “modulated covering” formulation 
of [24]. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A density function is a function d: (0, 1 }* + [0, co) satisfying 
d(w) 3 
d(wO)+d(wl) 
2 
(3.1) 
for all w E (0, 1 }*. The global value of a density function d is d(1). The set covered 
by a density function d is 
(3.2) 
A density function d covers a set Xc (0, 1)” if XG S[d]. 
For all density functions in this paper, equality actually holds in (3.1) above, but 
this is not required. 
We frequently use the easily verified fact that 
d(w) d 2’“’ d(L) (3.3) 
holds for all w E (0, 1) * whenever d is a density function. 
Consider the random experiment in which a sequence x E (0, 1)” is chosen by 
using an independent toss of a fair coin to decide each bit of x. Taken together, 
(3.1) and (3.2) imply that Pr[xE S[d]] <d(i) in this experiment. Intuitively, we 
regard a density function d as a “detailed verification” that Pr[x E X] < d(i) for all 
sets Xc S[d]. 
More generally, we are interested in “uniform systems” of density functions that 
are computable within some resource bound A. 
DEFINITION 3.2. An n-dimensional density system (n-DS) is a function 
d:N”x{O,l}*+[O,ccj) 
such that d,- is a density function for every LE N”. It is sometimes convenient to 
regard a density function as a 0-DS. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A computation of an n-DS d is a function d: N”+ ’ x { 0, 1) * -+ D 
such that 
(d,-,(w) - dn(w)l 6 2Y’ 
for all &EN”, r E N, and w E (0, I} *. A A-computation of an n-DS d is a computa- 
tion d of d such that do A. An n-DS d is A-computable if there exists a 
A-computation c? of d. 
If d is an n-DS such that d:N”x (0, l}* + D and de A, then d is trivially 
A-computable. This fortunate circumstance, in which there is no need to compute 
approximations, occurs frequently in practice. In any case, we sometimes abuse 
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notation by writing d for 2, relying on context and subscripts to distinguish an 
n-DS d from a computation d of d. 
We now come to the key idea of resource-bounded measure theory. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A null cover of a set XG (0, 1 } m is a l-DS d such that, for all 
k E N, dk covers X with global value dk(A) G 2-k. A A-nuN cover of X is a null cover 
of X that is A-computable. 
In other words, a null cover of X is a uniform system of density functions that 
cover X with rapidly vanishing global value. It is easy to show that a set 
XG (0, 13 m has classical Lebesgue measure 0 (i.e., probability 0 in the above coin- 
tossing experiment) if and only if there exists a null cover of X. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A set X has A-measure 0, and we write pd(X) = 0, if there exists 
a A-null cover of X. A set X has A-measure I, and we write PJX) = 1, if pJXc) = 0. 
Thus a set X has A-measure 0 if A provides sufficient computational resources to 
compute uniformly good approximations to a system of density functions that cover 
X with rapidly vanishing global value. 
We illustrate Definitions 3.4 and 3.5 with a trivial example. (More interesting 
applications come later, when more machinery is available.) 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let 
ODD= {AE (0, l}* I (V~EN) /A=,1 is odd}. 
Define d: N x { 0, 1) * -+ D by the following recursion: For all k E N, dk(J) = Zek. If 
WE (0, 1>* and jw[ is not of the form 2”+i -2 for some HEN, then 
dk(wO)=dk(wl)=dk(w). If WE (0, l}*, bg (0, l}, and 1~1=2”+~--2, where HEN, 
then 
d,(wb) = F(w) 
if #(I, w[2n-1,2n+1-3])=bmod2 
otherwise. 
It is a routine exercise to check that d is a p-null cover of ODD, whence 
,u,( ODD) = 0. 
As we have already noted, if A = all, then the A-measure 0 sets are precisely the 
sets of classical Lebesgue measure 0. (Accordingly, we usually write p(X) instead of 
p,,,(X).) Here we are primarily interested in the internal measure-theoretic structure 
of complexity classes R(A). 
DEFINITION 3.7. A set X has measure 0 in R(A), and we write p(Xl R(A)) = 0, if 
,u,(Xn R(A)) = 0. A set X has measure I in R(A), and we write p(Xl R(A)) = 1, if 
p(F’(R(A))=O. If p(XlR(A))= 1, we say that almost every language in R(A) is 
in X. 
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If A =all, then R(A)= (0, l>“, so the conditions p,,,(X) = 0 and p(Xl R(d)) = 0 
are equivalent to each other and, as we have seen, to the classical condition 
p(X) = 0. 
If A = ret, then the sets of measure 0 in R(A) = ret given by Definition 3.7 include 
all the effective measure 0 subsets of REC investigated by Freidzon [7], Mehlhorn 
[31], and others. 
The following lemma is obvious but useful. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let Xc (0, l}“. 
(a) IfpLd(X)=O and ASA’, then pds(X)=O. 
(b) JfpLd(X) = 0, then p(X( R(A)) = 0. 
Lemma 3.8 unifies results for various A. For example, it gives us the following 
implications for every set X. P,(X) =o - PpspaceW) = 0 - Pm(X)=0 -P(x)=0 
u u u P(XI E) =0 p(X( ESPACE) = 0 p(X)REC)=O 
Thus a proof that a set X has p-measure 0 gives information about the size of X 
in E and also in larger classes. For example, we saw in Example 3.6 that 
pJODD) = 0; it follows immediately by Lemma 3.8(b) that p(ODD 1 E) = 0. We 
will see that this means that ODD is a very small subset of E, i.e., that “typical” 
sequences in E are not elements of ODD. By Lemma 3.8, this also holds if E is 
replaced by EZ, ESPACE, REC, or (0, 1) m. 
In general, if a set X has measure 0 in a class R(A), we interpret this to mean 
that Xn R(d) is a “small” subset of R(A). Stated intuitively and simplistically, this 
interpretation has the following three components. 
(sl) Measure 0 sets behave set-theoretically as small sets. 
(~2) Very small sets have measure 0. 
(~3) Large sets do not have measure 0. 
We now develop these points in turn. 
For point (sl) we need the following computational restriction of the notion of 
“countable union.” 
DEFINITION 3.9. Let X, X0, X, , X,, . . . E { 0, 1 } =. 
(a) X is a A-union of the A-measure 0 sets X,, Xi, X,, . . . if X= lJ,?, X, and 
there exists a A-computable 2-DS d such that each dj is a null cover of X,. 
(b) X is a A-union of the sets X0, X1, X2, . . . of measure 0 in R(A) if 
X= U,“=, X, and there exists a A-computable 2-DS d such that each d, is a null 
cover of X, n R(A). 
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We now show that the A-measure 0 sets and the sets of measure 0 in R(A) are 
closed under subsets, finite unions, and A-unions. 
LEMMA 3.10 (A-Ideal Lemma). Let $ be either the collection & of all A-measure 
0 sets or the collection 9&,) of all sets that have measure 0 in R(A). In either case, 
9 has the following three closure properties. 
(a) IfXz YE$, then XE~. 
(b) If X is a finite union of elements of j, then XE j. 
(c) Zf X is a A-union of elements of 9, then XE 9. 
Proof: Property (a) is obvious. It is also obvious that property (b) follows from 
property (c), since every finite union of elements of 9 is trivially a A-union of 
elements of 9. It thus suffices to prove (c). In fact, it suffices to prove (c) in the case 
9 = -ad, since it is easy to see that the case 9 = 9&) follows directly from this. 
So assume that X is a A-union of the A-measure 0 sets X,,, Xi, X,, . . . . Then 
X = UJY, Xj and there is a A-computable 2-DS d such that each dj,k covers Xj with 
global value dj,JR) ~2~~. Define a function d’: N x (0, l} * + [0, co) by 
d;(w) = f dj,k+j+ l(W)- 
j=O 
Each d; is, trivially by linearity, a density function, so d’ is a l-DS. We show that 
d’ is a A-null cover of X. 
To see that each d; covers X, fix k E N and let x E X. Since X = U,E o Xi and each 
dj,k+j+ 1 covers Xj, there exist jo,nocN such that xEXj,,cS(djO,k+j,,+l] and 
djo,/c+jo+ ,(xCO*. no-l])> 1. We then have 
d;(x[O..n,- l])= f dj,k+j++(x[O..no- 11) 
j=O 
2 djo,k+jo+ ,(x[O..n,- 11) 2 1, 
so x E S[d;]. Since each db has global value 
d;(l)= f dj,k+j+,(A)< f 2--(k+j+l)=2-k, 
j=o j=o 
it follows that d’ is a null cover of X. 
All that remains to be shown is that d’ is A-computable. For this, let d be a 
A-computation of the 2-DS d. Define the function d’: N2 x (0, 1 }* --) D by 
r+ IWI 
di,r(w)= C dj,k+,+l,r+j+Z(W). 
j=O 
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We show that d’ is a A-computation of the 2-DS d’. It is clear that d’ E A. Letting 
o=Cjtbn;l dj,k+,+,(w), we have 
j=O 
r + lw/ 
e 1 2-(r+j+2)< f 2p(r+/+21=2 -(r+l) 
j=O j=O 
and, by (3.3), 
Io-dL(w)l= f dj.k+j+l(W) 
,=‘+l”‘l+l 
< f 2’“’ d,,,+,+,(jl) 
j=r+ )w,(+ I
~214 f 2-(k+i+l) 
j=r+(wl+l 
=2-ck+r+1)<2p(r+11 
\ > 
so 
Id;,,(w) - d;(w)1 G 2-’ 
for all k, Y E N and w E { 0, 1 > *. Thus d’ is a A-computation of d’ and the proof is 
complete. 1 
In the classical case, where A = all, a A-union is simply a countable union and 
Lemma 3.10 tells us that the measure 0 sets are closed under subsets, finite unions, 
and countable unions. This well-known fact is usually expressed by saying that the 
measure 0 sets form a a-ideal of subsets of { 0, 1 } m. Extending this terminology, we 
conclude from Lemma 3.10 that the A-measure 0 sets form a A-ideal of subsets of 
(0, 1) 33 and that the measure 0 subsets of R(A) form a A-ideal of subsets of R(A). 
This is the precise formulation of point (~1). 
For point (~2) we define a computationally restricted notion of “countable set.” 
DEFINITION 3.11. A set XE R(A) is A-countable if there is a function 
6:Nx (0, l>*+ (0, l}* such that 6 E A, 6, is a constructor for each k E N, and 
X= (R(6,)) kEN}. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let XcR(A). 
(a) Zf X is finite, then pud(X) = 0. 
(b) Zf X is A-countable, then pLd(X) = 0. 
Proof. Since finite subsets of R(A) are trivially A-countable, it suffices to prove 
(b). So let 6 E A testify that Xc R(A) is A-countable. Define d: N2 x (0, 1 } * + D by 
dk,,(w) = 2”-‘, 
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where m E N is greatest such that s:(n) c w. It is clear that do A and that each dk 
is a null cover of the singleton set (R(Bk)). That is, d testifies that X is a A-union 
of the A-measure 0 sets (R(ak)}. It follows by the A-Ideal Lemma that 
PAW) =a I 
Lemma 3.12 is our precise formulation of point (~2). In particular it implies that 
every singleton subset {x} of R(A) has A-measure 0 (hence measure 0 in R(A)). It 
should be noted that the assumption that {x) E R(A) cannot be deleted here. We 
see in Section 6 that arbitrary singleton sets {x> may fail to have A-measure 0. 
We now come to point (~3). This is the most crucial issue in our development. 
If we are to endow a complexity class R(A) with internal measure-theoretic struc- 
ture, then R(A) itself must be a large set, hence by (~3) must not have measure 0 
in R(A). That is, the A-ideal 9&,) of all measure 0 subsets of R(A) must be proper 
in the sense that R(A) $9&). In cases of interest, R(A) is a countable set and thus 
has classical measure 0. Fortunately, however, R(A) does not have A-measure 0. 
This fact follows from the following conservation principle, which says that, within 
the computational resources of A, the intersection of a cylinder with R(A) cannot 
be covered more economically than the cylinder itself. (Recall that, for ZEZ*, 
p(z) =2-lbll is the measure of the cylinder C,.) 
THEOREM 3.13 (Measure Conservation Theorem). If C, is a cylinder and d is a 
A-computable density function that covers C, n R(A), then d(2) 2 p(z). 
Proof. Assume that d is a A-computable density function such that d(l) <p(z). 
We prove by diagonalization that d does not cover C,n R(A). Specifically, we 
exhibit a constructor 6 E A such that 
z c R(d), (3.4) 
W)l= l-4 + 1 for all XE (0, l}*, (3.5) 
and 
d(@(L)) < 1 for all k E N. (3.6) 
(It follows from these three things that 
R(J) E C,\Xdl, 
whence d does not cover C, n R(A).) 
Let m = max{ 1, IzI} and let 
s={Y+4~j”lzcY). 
(We emphasize that z E (0, 1, I >*, llzll < (zl dm, and SC (0, 1 }m.) For each y E S, 
let g(y) E (0, 1) ‘m be the shortest prefix of y such that, for every prefix w of y, 
d(w) < d(g( y)). We first note that there exists y E S such that 
(3.7) 
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To see this, define d’: (0, 1 } * + [0, co ) by 
d’(x) = 
i 
dk(y)) if YES and g(y)Ex 
4x) if no element of g(S) is a prefix of x. 
(The function d’ is well-defined because g(S) is an instantaneous code; i.e., no 
element of g(S) is a prefix of any other.) It is readily checked that A’ is a density 
function. so 
d(A)=d’(A)a2-” 2 d’(y)>2-” C d’(y) 
)‘E {o,l)m ?‘ l s 
2 2-” (S( ~2 d’(y)= 2 -“3’1 y-L: d’(y) 
so some y E S satisfies (3.7). 
Fix q E D and a positive integer I such that 
d(l) G q .Az), q+21-‘6 1. (3.8) 
Let d be a d-computation of the density function (i.e., 0-DS) d. Using d and the 
constants m, y, q, and 1, define the constructor 6: {O, 1 }* -+ (0, 1 )* by 
XY[lXll if x~y 
6(x) = x0 if dac,,(xO) <d,,,,(x) + 2’-“(“I and not x 5 y 
xl otherwise, 
where a(x) = 1x1 + 1+ 3. It is clear that 6~d and that (3.5) holds. Also, 
z r= y = P’(A), so (3.4) holds. All that remains, then, is to verify (3.6). 
A key property of 6 is that 
&,x,(6(x)) e d,,,,(x) + 2’ -a’-~’ (3.9) 
holds whenever x is not a proper prefix of y. To see this, we need only recall that 
d is a density function, whence d,,,, (x0) > d,(,,(x) + 2l -aC-X) implies that 
d,~,,(xl)<d(xl)+2?‘“‘<2d(x)-d(xO)+2p”’”’ 
< 2d,,,,(x) - d&x0) + 22 - u(i) < d&x) + 2l~ u’s’. 
By (3.7) and (3.8) we have, for all 0 < k < m, 
4@(4)=d(y[O..k- ll)<d(g(y))$+q 
(3.10) 
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Also, if x E (0, 1 } * is such that d(x) < q + 2-‘( 1 - 2-‘“I) and x is not a proper prefix 
of y, then (3.9) ensures that 
d(d(x)) < d,(,)@(X)) + 2 -u(x) < d@)(X) + 3 .2 -a(x) G d(x) + z2 -u(X) 
<q+2-‘(1~2-1”l)+2-(l”l+‘+‘)~q+2-’(1~2-16(”)l)~ (3.11) 
Taken together, (3.10) and (3.11) provide an inductive proof that 
d(6~(i))<q+z-‘(l-z-‘“k’““)<q+2-~<1 
for all k E N; i.e., (3.6) holds. This completes the proof. i 
COROLLARY 3.14. The A-ideals YA and Y&,) of Lemma 3.10 are both proper. In 
fact, neither of these A-ideals contains C, n R(A) for any nonempty cylinder C,. 
The implications 
and 
9 R(dj is proper * & is proper 
jar, is proper 3 & is proper 
are both trivial, and Bore1 proved long ago (using a classical version of Theorem 
3.13) that Ya,, is proper, i.e., that not every set has measure 0. The real content of 
Corollary 3.14 is the assertion that X&,) is proper, i.e., that (~3) holds internally for 
the classes R(A). 
This completes the interpretation of measure 0 sets as small sets. We now give a 
useful criterion for proving that sets have A-measure 0. This theorem is a uniform, 
resource-bounded extension of the classical first Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
THEOREM 3.15. Zf d is a A-computable 2-DS such that the series 
f dj,k(A) (j= 0, 1, 2, . ..) 
k=O 
are uniformly A-convergent, then 
(3.12) 
PA ( c fi G SId,*7)=0. 
j=O t=O k=r 
The coordinate j of Theorem 3.15 is often not needed in applications. Discarding 
this layer of uniformity gives the following simplification. 
COROLLARY 3.16. If d is a A-computable 1-DS such that the series 
f d/c(A) 
k=O 
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is A-convergent, then 
PA (6 cj ml)= /LA({XE {O,l}” (XES[dk] i.o.})=O. 
1=0 k=r 
Before proving Theorem 3.15 we give a simple example of its use. 
EXAMPLE 3.17. Fix a real number 0 < E < 1 and let 
X= {XE (0, 11” (x[k..k+Lk”J]e {O)* i.0.j. 
Let I= rl/s] and define d: N x (0, 1 I* -+ D by the following recursion. If (u’( Gk, 
then &(~)=2-~@“. If Jw( >k, then dk(w0)=2dk(w) and d,(wl)=O. Then, for all 
XE (0, l}” and kEN, 
x[k..k+Lk”j]E {0}* =~.d,(x[O..k+Lk”J])=2~~“‘~‘~“‘a 1 
-x E SC&l, 
so Xcn~=,U~=,S[d~]. Since dip and the series ~~=Odk(~)=C~z02~ Lk”” 
is, by routine calculus, p-convergent, it follows by Corollary 3.16 that 
p,(X) = p(Xl E) = 0. That is, for every E > 0, for almost every sequence x E E, there 
are at most finitely many k for which x[k.. k -t Lk” J J consists entirely of zeroes. 
Proof of Theorem 3.15. Assume the hypothesis. Fix a function m: N’ -+ N 
testifying that the series (3.12) are uniformly A-convergent. Without loss of 
generality, assume that mi is nondecreasing and mj(n) > 2 for all j, n EN. Define 
si,I= ij sCdj.kl, 
k=r 
j=O 
Our task is to prove that pA(S) = 0. Define d’: N2 x 10, 1}* -+ 10, cc) by 
d;,“(w)= f d,,(W) 
k = m,(n) 
for all j, n E N and w E (0, 1 }*. We show that d’ testifies that S is a A-union of the 
A-measure 0 sets S,, Si, S,, . . . . whence pd(S) = 0 by the A-Ideal Lemma. 
Each dj,, is trivially by linearity a density function, so d’ is a 2-DS. To see that 
eachd~isanullcoverofSj,fixj,nEN.LetxESj.ThenxEn~~oSj,,,s~ 
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so there exist k,>m,(n) and &EN such that dj,k,(x[O..l,- l])a 1. We then have 
dJ,,(x[O..f,-l])= f dj,,(X[O.& 1)) 
k=m,(n) 
~dj,q(x[o..f~- l])a 1, 
SO x E S[dj,,]. Thus dj,” covers Sj. Moreover, the global value of di,n satisfies 
d;,*(n) = f dj,k(A) < 2-“. 
k=m,(n) 
Thus each dJ is a null cover of Si. 
It remains to be shown that the 2-DS d’ is A-computable. For this, let d be a 
A-computation of the 2-DS d. Define d’: N3 x (0, I} * --) D by 
m,(r+ lwl+ 1) 
di,,r(W) = kzz,,, d,,r+k(“‘). 
I 
It is clear that d’EA. Fix j,n, HEN and XE (0, l}*. Let ~r=C~!~/~‘+~)d~,Jw). 
Then 
m,(r+ IWI + 1’ 
Id;.,(w)-ol d . . 1 Id,,,+,(w)-dj,k(W)I 
k=m,(n) 
m,(r+ IWI + I’ 
d c 2--(r+k’ 
k=m,(n) 
d f 
2-(r+k’ 
k=m,(n) 
=2’-(‘+m,(“‘)~2-(r+l’ 
and, by (3.3), 
Id;,nW - 4 d IF dj,k(W) 
k=m,(r+lwltl) 
dj,k(a) 
k=m,(r+lwl+l) 
<2-P+“, 
so 
Id;,,(w)-d;.(w)/ 62-‘. 1 3 
Thus d’ is a A-computation of the 2-DS d’. 1 
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Individually, the density functions used here closely resemble the martingales 
used by Schnorr [34-371 in his investigation of random and pseudorandom 
sequences. Indeed, a martingale, as defined by Schnorr, is formally a density func- 
tion satisfying (3.1) with equality. This equality requirement does not make any dif- 
ference to his work or ours, so density functions and martingales have essentially 
identical formal definitions. There is, however, substantial difference in the spirit 
and use of these two notions. Schnorr, following early work of Ville, used 
martingales to formalize the notion of variable-stakes gambling strategies. In this 
context, one is typically interested in ideas of the following sort. 
DEFINITION 3.18. A martingale d succeeds on a sequence x E { 0, 1) r if 
limsupd(x[O..n-l])=m. 
n - cc 
Schnorr, using technical variants of Definition 3.18 (strong success notions 
involving the rate of growth of the lim sup), has shown that the “weak failure” of 
all indiuidual d-computable martingales on a sequence x characterizes a weak 
pseudorandomness condition [34, 361. (See also [41, 421 and Section 6 below.) 
In contrast, the density functions here are generalizations of the density function 
d of [24, Lemma 5.8). We have first used uniform systems of such density functions 
to define resource-bounded measure and only then used resource-bounded measure 
to define pseudorandomness. (See Section 6 below and [27].) This is a natural 
development in investigating the internal, measure-theoretic structure of complexity 
classes. 
In [26], the A-measurability of sets XE (0, 1)” and the measure pd(X) of 
d-measurable sets (0 < pd(X) Q 1) are defined and developed in terms of uniform 
systems of density functions. Definition 3.5 above is a special case (the measure 
zero/one case) of these definitions. As it turns out, individual martingales can be 
used to characterize this special case: 
THEOREM 3.19. A set Xc (0, 1 } 5 has A-measure 0 if and only [f there exists a 
A-computable martingale d that succeeds on every sequence x E X. 
(We do not use Theorem 3.19 in this paper. The proof will appear in [26].) 
Notwithstanding the contrast between our approach and his, we emphasize that 
many technical aspects of Section 3 (e.g., much of the content of the Measure 
Conservation Theorem) were already present, some 20 years ago, in the work of 
C. P. Schnorr. 
4. KOLMOGOROV COMPLEXITY 
In this, the main section of the paper, we prove that almost every initial segment 
of almost every binary sequence computable in exponential resources has very high 
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resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexity. Of course we must first formulate this 
assertion more precisely. 
In order to make our lower bounds applicable to other complexity criteria (e.g., 
the circuit-size lower bounds in Section 5), we introduce a new generalization of 
Kolmogorov complexity, called selective Kolmogorov complexity. We then focus 
on the space- and time-bounded selective Kolmogorov complexities of infinite 
binary sequences. 
Some terminology and notation are useful. For a fixed machine M and 
“program” rc E { 0, 1 } * for M, if M( (rc, 0” )) halts with output w E { 0, 1 }“, then we 
write M(rr, n) for the binary string w. In particular, an assertion that M(rc, n) has 
some particular property “in ,< t time” (respectively, “in <t space”) means that 
M((z, 0”)) halts with an output string M(rc, U)E (0, 11” in <t steps (respectively, 
using <t space) and that this output string has the indicated property. Note that 
this notation implicitly requires M(n, n) to be a binary string whose length is 
exactly n. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A selector is a function 6: N + {I, T}* such that la(n)] = n for 
each n EN. We write #c(n) for the number of occurrences of I in a(n). 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let M be a machine, let t: N -+ N be a resource bound, let c be 
a selector, and let x E { 0, 1 } O”. 
(a) The t-time-bounded a-selective Kolmogorov complexity of x relative to M 
is the function KTh(x A c 1.): N + N u ( cc } defined by 
KTa(x A oJn)=min{InJ 1 M( K, n) c x A 0(n) in d t(n) time}. 
(b) The t-space-bounded o-selective Kolmogorov complexity of x relative to M 
is the function KSh(x A D ( . ): N + N u {co } defined by 
KSh(x A aIn)=min(jrr) ) M( n, n) E x A o(n) in <t(n) space}. 
Just as for other resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexities (see Huynh [13], 
for example), well-known simulation techniques show that there exist a universal 
machine U and a polynomial q such that for each machine M there is a constant 
c such that for all t, 0, x, and n we have 
KT;I:cf+C)(~ A a(n)<KTh(x A a(n)+c (4.1) 
and 
KS$+‘(x A oIn)<KSh(x A oJn)+c. (4.2) 
As usual, we fix such a universal machine U and omit it from the notation. 
The t-time-bounded a-selective Kolmogorov complexity of a binary sequence x 
is thus the function KT’(x A g( .) whose value at an argument n is the length 
KT’(x A o/n) of the shortest program rt such that U(rc, n) r x A a(n). The latter 
condition says that U(K, n)[i] must agree with x[i] for every 0 <i< n such that 
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a(n)[i] = 1. No requirement is placed on U(rc, n)[i] when a(n)[i] =T. That is 
(relative to the universal machine U), n must correctly decide x at each of the 
#a(n) positions selected by a(n). 
If CJ is a selector that is computable in polynomial time, then it is easy to design 
a machine M, that, on input (n, 0”) with 7~ E (0, 1) #Otn), outputs in polynomial 
time a string M,(rc, n) such that, if i, < , . . < i#o(,,,-, are the indices i for which 
a(n)[i] = I, then M,(n, n)[iJ . ..M.(n, rz)[i#aCnj ,] =x and M,(n, n)[i] =0 for 
all other indices i. Hence M,(rr, n) is the n-bit binary string consisting of the 
program rr positioned in M,(rc, n) according to CJ, with zeroes in all remaining 
positions. For example, if a(6) =TIlTIT and n: = 101, then M,(n, 6) = O@OlO, 
where we have underlined the positions selected by o(6). It is clear that there is a 
polynomial q such that KTLO(x A 0 In) 6 #a(n) for all x and n. It follows by (4.1) 
that there exist a polynomial q and a constant c such that 
KTq(x A 0 ) n) d #o(n) + c (4.3) 
for all x E (0, 1) uc and n E N. That is, the polynomial time-bounded o-selective 
Kolmogorov complexity cannot be much larger than #o(n), the number of bits to 
be correctly decided. Note that the polynomial q here depends on the running time 
of the selector 0 but not on x or n. 
A similar argument shows that if G is a selector that is computable in polynomial 
space, then there exist a polynomial q and a constant c such that 
KSY(x A 0 1 n) d #o(n) + c (4.4) 
for all XE (0, 1)” and noN. 
AS a special case of the selective Kolmogorov complexity, we have the conditional 
Kolmogorov complexity. (This is actually a much-studied special case, adapted to 
infinite sequences, of the conditional complexity defined by Kolmogorov [IS].) 
Again, we are interested in resource-bounded versions. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let t: N -+ N be a resource bound and let x E { 0, 1) J-. 
(a) The t-time-bounded conditional Kolmogorov complexity of x is the function 
KT’(x) .) = KT’(x A (T ( .), where the selector r~ is defined by o(n) = I” for all n E N. 
(b) The t-space-bounded conditional Kolmogorov complexity of x is the 
function KS’(x( .)=KS’(x A cl.), where 0 is as in part (a). 
Thus the conditional Kolmogorov complexity is the special case of the selective 
Kolmogorov complexity in which every position is selected, i.e., every bit of U(X, n) 
must be correct for x. 
From (4.3) and (4.4) we get the well-known fact that there exist a polynomial q 
(which is in fact linear) and a constant c such that 
KTY(xIn)dn+r (4.5) 
and 
KS9(x ( n) < n + c (4.6) 
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hold for all x E (0, 1 } O3 and n E N. It is also clear that the inequalities 
KT’(x A crIn),<KT’(x(n) (4.7) 
and 
KS’(x A aln)<KS’(x(n) (4.8) 
hold for all t, 6, x, and n. 
Our primary objective in this section is to establish lower bounds that hold 
almost everywhere in various complexity classes for the time- and space-bounded 
conditional Kolmogorov complexities. Our secondary objective is to do this in such 
a manner that the circuit-size lower bounds of Section 5 can then be derived. 
Accordingly, we prove our lower bounds for the time- and space-bounded selective 
Kolmogorov complexities. By (4.7) and (4.8), this obviously achieves our primary 
objective. We see in Section 5 that the secondary objective is also achieved. 
We now prove an almost-everywhere lower bound for space-bounded selective 
program size in ESPACE. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that a selector (T and a function f: N x N have the 
following properties. 
(i) 6, f Epspace. 
(ii) C,“& 2~f(#c”(“)) is p-convergent. 
Then for every polynomial q, the set of all x E {O, 1 } O” such that 
IW(xr\ o(n)> #o(n)-f(#o(n)) a.e. 
has pspace-measure 1, hence measure 1 in ESPACE. 
ProoJ: For each n E N, let 
X,,= (x 1 KS4(x A o)n)b #a(n)-f(#a(n))}. 
It suffices to prove that 1~ ) XE X,, i.o.} has pspace-measure 0. For this, it suffices 
by Corollary 3.16 to exhibit a pspace-computable I-DS d such that each 
X, s S[d,,] and the series C,“=, d,,(l) is p-convergent. 
For each nEN, let 
&={7cE(o,l) G #dn)-/(#Hn)) 1 U( n, n) E (0, 11” in <q(n) space) 
and, for all rr E E,, let 
Zn,n={~E{O,l}mI U(lr,n)Exr\o(n)}. 
Define d: Nx (0, l}* + [0, co) by 
d,(w) = C W&n I G), 
7IEB. 
(4.9) 
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where the conditional probability 
OZ,,, I C,) = Pr Cx E Z,,. I x E CL,.1 x 
is chosen according to the random experiment in which an independent toss of a 
fair coin is used to decide each bit of a sequence x E {O, 1) 3c. 
Since each 
P(zvI I CR.1 = wn,n I Cdl) + ~(zl,, IC,.l) 2 
it is clear that d is a l-DS. Moreover, for all n EN, n E B,, and w E {O, 1 }*, it is easy 
to see that 
P(zl,. I C,) = 2 llWn,n) A a(n) A e I4 (4.10) 
Using (4.9) and (4.10), it is clear that dEpspace, whence d is certainly pspace- 
computable. 
To see that d has the desired covering property, fix n E N and let x E A’,,. Then 
there exists n E B, such that x E Z,,,. For all y E CxCO,.n- ,,, we then have 
U(7c, n) r= x A a(n) = y A a(n), so CxCO..nP 1, E Z,,... It follows that 
whence x E S[d,]. Thus X, G S[d,]. 
Finally, note that each 
d,J/I)= 1 P(Z,,R)=2-#o’“’ JB,J <2’- f(#“(“)). 
ZE&r 
Since C,“=, 2-J(#“(“)) . 1s p-convergent, it follows immediately that C,“=, d,,(L) is 
p-convergent. By Corollary 3.16, this completes the proof. 1 
Several results, some new and some previously known, are easily derived from 
Theorem 4.4 and its proof. We first give almost everywhere lower bounds for space- 
bounded conditional Kolmogorov complexity. 
THEOREM 4.5. If f: N + N, f Epspace, and the series C,“= 0 2 +xn) is p-convergent, 
then for every polynomial q, the set of all x E (0, 1) Oc such that KSy(x 1 n) > n -f(n) 
a.e. has pspace-measure 1, hence measure 1 in ESPACE. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.4 if we use the selector G 
defined by a(n) = I” for all n E N. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. For every polynomial q and every real number E > 0, the set of 
all x E { 0, 1) m such that KS4(x I n) > n - nE a.e. has pspace-measure 1, hence measure 
1 in ESPACE. 
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Proof: Routine calculus shows that the series C,“=, 2-“” is p-convergent, so this 
follows immediately from Theorem 4.5. 1 
Corollary 4.6 immediately implies (in fact, is much stronger than) the following 
two results, which have been used to investigate complexity properties of problems 
that are hard for ESPACE under resource-bounded Turing reducibilities. 
COROLLARY 4.7 (Huynh [13]). There is a sequence x E ESPACE such that 
KS”(x 1 n) > n/4 a.e. 
COROLLARY 4.8 (Lutz [24]). For every polynomial q and every real number 
/?<l, thesetofaZlx~(O,l}” such that KSy(x ) n) > bn i.o. has pspace-measure 1, 
hence measure 1 in ESPACE. 
A brief examination of the proof of Theorem 4.4 shows that it remains valid if 
pspace is replaced by any of the resource bounds A for which pspacez A. 
Moreover, the result continues to hold if the polynomial restriction on q is relaxed, 
as long as q-space-bounded computation can be carried out within the resources 
afforded by A. Taking A = ret, then, we have the following, which is essentially a 
weak version of Theorem 4.5. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Zf f, g: N + N are computable and C,“=O 2-f’“’ is rec- 
convergent, then the set of all x E (0, 1 } O” such that KSg(x( n) > n - f(n) a.e. has 
ret-measure 1, hence measure 1 in REC. 
Corollary 4.9 says that almost every recursive sequence has very high space- 
bounded Kolmogorov complexity in almost every initial segment. The following 
known result follows easily from this. 
COROLLARY 4.10 (Ko [17]). Jf f, g: N-+N are computable and C,“=02-f’“’ 
converges, then there is a recursive sequence x E (0, 1 } O” such that KSg(xI n) > 
n-f(n)-logn a.e. 
Proof: We just note that if C,“=, 2-f’“’ converges, then C,“& 2-f(“)-‘ogn is rec- 
convergent. (This is a special case of the following obvious fact. If a series C,“=, a, 
converges and a sequence {b,} A-converges to 0, where the a, and b, are all non- 
negative, then the series C,“=, anbn is A-convergent.) The present result thus follows 
immediately from Corollaries 4.9 and 3.16. 1 
It is worthwhile to pause for a moment and consider the roles played by various 
methods. Corollaries 4.9 and 4.10 provide a good focal point for this. Our proof of 
Corollary 4.9 is essentially that of Theorem 4.4, with resource bounds relaxed and 
selectors removed (i.e., replaced by the selector e(n) = I”). With these modilica- 
tions, the proof is a transparent covering argument, simpler than the Meyer and 
McCreight [32] weighted priority diagonalization used by Ko [17] to prove 
Corollary 4.10. Does this give us a new proof of Corollary 4.10, free of the weighted 
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priority diagonalization ? Not really. The work previously done by the weighted 
priority diagonalization is here performed by the measure-theoretic density 
diagonalization in the proof of Theorem 3.13. This result is then used, via Corollary 
3.16, to infer Corollary 4.10 from Corollary 4.9. Thus we have not really removed 
the weighted priority diagonalization. We have, however, clarified its role. It is used 
only to infer existence from abundance. 
If we let A = all, then the observation preceding Corollary 4.9 gives the following 
well-known result for K(x) .), the conditional Kolmogorov complexity with 
unbounded resources (i.e., K(xl .) = KT”(xl.) = KS”‘(.KI .)). 
COROLLARY 4.11 (Martin-L6f [29]). rf f: N -+ N und C,“=, 22’(“) converges, 
then a measure 1 set of the sequences x E { 0, 1 } ‘I; have K( x 1 n) > n -f(n) a.e. 
Although Corollaries 4.9 and 4.11 are presented here as consequences of 
Theorem 4.5, it is important to remember that Corollary 4.11 was historically the 
first such result. 
The lower bounds we have given for space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity are 
fairly tight in the simple sense that they are not too far from the upper bounds 
given by (4.4) and (4.6). In fact, Martin-Liif [29] showed that the almost 
everywhere lower bound given by Corollary 4.11 is tight in the much stronger sense 
that if f‘: N -+ N is computable and C,“=, 2 - f(n) diverges, then every binary 
sequence x has K(x (n) <n -f(n) i.o. Thus the convergence/divergence behavior of 
x,“=, 2-nn) determines whether f grows quickly enough that K(x(n) can (and 
usually does) eventually stay above n-f(n). In the following theorem we modify 
Martin-Lof’s argument to give an infinitely often upper bound on space-bounded 
conditional program size. This shows that the almost everywhere lower bound 
given by Theorem 4.5 is very tight. (Ko [17] has proven a similar result.) 
THEOREM 4.12. Zf f: N + N is such that f E pspace and C,“= 0 2 pf(n’ diverges, then 
there is a polynomial q such that every binary sequence x E (0, 1) X has 
ZW(xln)<n-f(n) i.0. 
Proof. Let g: N -+ N be computed by the following algorithm. 
begin 
input n; 
r,s, t:=O,O,O; 
for i:=O to n-l do 
begin 
if t 3 s then r, s := r + 1, 2(s + 2’- Irr)); 
t :=t+2-.“” 
end for-loop; 
output r 
end g. 
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It is clear that g E pspace. We show that g is nondecreasing and onto with 
f2- . f(n)-ST(n) = co (4.11) 
n=O 
By inspection and induction, the following conditions hold at the beginning of 
cycle i of the for-loop. 
r =g(i) (4.12) 
r-1 
3=2’ 1 2-f(/) (4.13) 
j=O 
i-1 
t = 1 2-f”). (4.14) 
j=O 
It follows that g is nondecreasing with g(0) = 0 and range closed downward, i.e., 
r, d r2 E range(g) implies rl E range(g). Since C,“=, 2-fC”) = co, it follows by (4.14) 
that g is onto. 
Now choose n such that g(n + 1) = g(n) + 1. Then t 2 s in cycle n of the for-loop 
in the computation of g(n + 1). By (4.124.14) this implies that 
n-1 &F(n) - 1 
j;. 2-f”’ 2 2g@) j;o 2-f”‘, 
whence 
i 2 -f(j)-g(i) a 2 -g(n) i 2 -f(i) 2 “‘5 ’ 2 -f(i). (4.15) 
j=O j=O j=O 
Since g is nondecreasing and unbounded and C,“= o 2 -n”) = cc, (4.11) follows from 
(4.15). Thus g has the desired properties. 
For each w E (0, 1 } *, define a sequence wo, wi, w2, . . . of strings wi E (0, 1 } Iw’ by 
the recursion 
next(w,) 
wi+l= 
if wig(l)* 
()I”81 if W,E (l}*. 
This construction has the easily verified property that, for all w E (0, 1 } * and j E N, 
(0, l}lwl= {wi Ij<iij+22’“‘}. (4.16) 
Now define F: N2 + (0, 1 }* by 
II if n=O or t>h(n) 
(F(h(n-l),n-l)l), otherwise, 
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where h(n) = max(0, 2”Pf(“)-g(“)- l}. Note that 
F(0, n + 1) = F(h(n), n) 1 (4.17) 
for all n E N. We are primarily interested in the strings F(t, n) for 1 < 1 <h(n). For 
each n E N, these strings form an “interval” of lexicographically successive strings in 
(0, l}“, possibly “wrapping around” from 1” to 0”. For each m, n EN with m >, n, 
let B; be the set of all strings w E (0, 1)” such that F(t, n) E MI for some 
1 drdh(n). Note that 1Br1 =2”-” lB;[ =2mmnh(n). 
Let n EN be arbitrary for a moment. By (4.11) there exists m b n such that 
kzn 2-f(k)-g(k’>/ 3. 
Then 
2”-k (2k-fWN)- 1) 
k=n 
~2” f (2-./‘(kl-x(k)-2-k) 
k=n 
3 2”( 3 - 2) = 2”. 
It follows easily by (4.16) and (4.17) that UF=, BF = (0, l}“. This argument shows 
that, for every neN and XE (0, l}“, there exist k> n and 1 < t f h(k) such that 
F(t, k) c x. That is, for every x E (0, 1) 03, there exist infinitely many it E N such that 
F(t, n) c x for some 1 < t Q 2”-f(“)-R(n) - 1. 
Sincef, g E pspace, there is a machine A4 that, given inputs t, n in binary, outputs 
F(t, n) in space polynomial in n. It follows by the preceding paragraph that there 
is a polynomial q’ such that 
KS$,(x)n) <n -f(n) -g(n) i.o. 
for all x E (0, 1)“. It follows by (4.2) that there exist a polynomial q and a constant 
c such that 
KS4(x\n)<n-f(n)-g(n)+c i.o. 
for all x E (0, 11 m. Since g is nondecreasing and unbounded, this proves the 
theorem. m 
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COROLLARY 4.13. There is a polynomial q such that every binary sequence 
XE (0, l}” has KSq(xJn)<n-logn i.o. 
In ESPACE, we still have a significant gap between the n - n8 lower bound of 
Corollary 4.6 and the n - log n upper bound of Corollary 4.13. The following result, 
due to David Juedes, shows that the n - nE lower bound is tight in ESPACE. 
THEOREM 4.14 (Juedes [14]). Let q(n) = n2. For every x E ESPACE, there exists 
E > 0 such that KSq(x 1 n) < n -n” a.e. 
Note that the series C,“= 1 2 -“’ is convergent (in fact, p-convergent), so the upper 
bound of Theorem 4.14 is tighter than the more general bound of Theorem 4.12. 
We now give almost everywhere lower bounds for time-bounded Kolmogorov 
complexity in uniform time complexity classes. 
THEOREM 4.15. Suppose that ie N, g E Gi, and o EP~+, is a selector such that the 
series C,“= 0 2 - #+Y)~ is pi+ ,-convergent for some real CI < 1. Then for every q E G,, , , 
the set of all x E (0, l} m such that KTq(x A a 1 n) >g(log #a(n)) a.e. has pi+ 1- 
measure 1, hence measure 1 in Ei + 1. 
Proof We follow the proof of Theorem 4.4. In the definitions of X, and B,, 
replace KS by KT, #a(n) - f( #a(n)) by g(log #a(n)), and q(n) space by q(n) 
time. Then 1 B, 1 < 2g(‘0g #U(n)) is in 2G,(lOgG,tl) = 2G,(G,(logn)) = 2G,(l0gn) = Gi+ I(n), so 
d E pi+ 1 by (4.9) and (4.10). As in Theorem 4.4, d is a l-DS and each d,, covers X,. 
Finally, 
d,(A)= c P(Z,,)=2-#“‘“‘1B,I 
n E Bn 
<2m% #o(n))+l- #o(n)<2-#d”)l 
for all sufficiently large n, so C,“=, d,,(A) is pi+ ,-convergent. 1 
The g(log #a(n)) lower bound of Theorem 4.15 is asymptotically much smaller 
than the #o(n) - f( # o(n)) lower bound of Theorem 4.4. More importantly, the 
magnitude of the g(log #a(n)) lower bound in Theorem 4.15 varies directly with 
the time bound of the uniform complexity class: greater values of i yield greater 
lower bounds in Ei. Is this relationship an actual property of time complexity 
classes, or is it merely an artifact of an inadequate analysis? This is a crucial open 
question that will probably be difficult to answer. 
The following almost everywhere lower bound on time-bounded conditional 
program size is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.15. 
THEOREM 4.16. ZfiEN,gEGi,andqEGi+,, thenthesetofallxE{O,l}OOsuch 
that KTq(x/n)>g(log n) a.e. has pi+,-measure 1, hence measure 1 in Ei+I. 
The cases i= 1, 2 of Theorem 4.16 give polylogarithmic and superpolylogarithmic 
lower bounds on KT-complexity almost everywhere in E, and E,, respectively. 
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5. CIRCUIT-SIZE COMPLEXITY 
We now use Theorems 4.4 and 4.15 to derive almost everywhere lower bounds 
on the Boolean circuit-size complexity of binary sequences in exponential com- 
plexity classes. 
Our circuit terminology is standard. We define a (Boo&n) circuit to be a 
directed acyclic graph y with vertex set Zu G, where Z = (w,, . . . . wn} is the set of 
inputs (n 3 0) and G = { g , , . . . . gS} is the set of gates (s > 1). Each input has indegree 0 
and each gate has indegree 0, 1, or 2. Each gate of indegree 0 is labeled either by 
the constant 0 or by the constant 1. Each gate of indegree 1 is labeled either 
by the identity function ID: (0, 1) --* (0, 1 } or by the negation function 
NOT: (0, 1 } --) { 0, 1). Each gate of indegree 2 is labeled either by the conjunction 
AND: (0, l}‘+ (0, 1) or by the disjunction OR: (0, 1 I’-+ (0, l}. The output gate 
g,s has outdegree 0. The other gates and the inputs have unrestricted outdegree. The 
size of such a circuit y is size(y) = ICI = S, the number of gates. 
An n-input circuit y computes a Boolean function y: (0, 11” --f (0, I} in the usual 
way. For M’ E (0, 1 }“, y(w) is the value computed at the output gate g, when the 
inputs are assigned the bits w,, . . . . w, of w. The set computed hy an n-input circuit 
y is then the set of all WE (0, 1)” such that y(w)= 1. 
It will be convenient to abbreviate 
x[lengthn]=x[2”-1..2”+‘-21 
for x E { 0, 11 i” and n E N. We will also define the graph of an n-input circuit p to 
be the 2”-bit string 
graph(y)=y(s,“_,)...y(s,,+~ -2), 
where s2” _ 1, . . . . s *“+I _ 2 are the successive strings of length n. Thus, if x is the 
characteristic sequence of a language L, then y computes L n (0, l}” if and only if 
graph(y) = x[length n]. 
By well-known techniques we fix a one-to-one coding scheme 
0: {circuits) -+ (0, I}*, 
a (small) constant k, E N, and a polynomial-time computable circuit interpreter 
z,: {O, l}*x(o, l}*-{o, ljS’ 
with the following properties. 
(i) For each n-input circuit y, (O(y)\ <k, size(y) log[n + size(y)]. 
(ii) If y1 and y2 are n-input circuits with size(y,)<size(y,), then O(y,) 
lexicographically precedes 0(y2). 
(iii) If y = Q(y), where y is a Iwl-input circuit, then Z,(y, w) =y(w). 
(iv) If there is no lwl-input circuit y such that y = O(y), then Z&y, w) = E.. 
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An n-input circuit code is a binary string Q(y), where y is an n-input circuit. We 
sometimes write size(O(y)) for size(y) and graph(@(y)) for graph(y). 
The circuit-size complexity of a language L c (0, 1 } * is the function CSL : N -+ N 
defined by 
CS,(n) = min(size(y) ) y computes L n (0, l}“}. 
The circuit-size complexity of a binary sequence XE (0, 1 }” is the function 
CS,: N + N defined by 
CS,(n) = min(size(y) I graph(y) = x[length n]}. 
Note that this is precisely the circuit-size complexity of the language whose charac- 
teristic sequence is x. 
For each function f: N + N we define the circuit-size complexity classes 
SIZE(f) = {x E (0, 1) co ( CS,(n) <f(n) a.e. ), 
SIZE’.“ff) = {xe (0, 1)” ( CS,(n) <f(n) i.0.). 
For a set C of functions from N to N we then define the classes 
SIZE(C) = u SIZE(J), 
J-EC 
SIZE’.“.(C) = u SIZE’-jf). 
JEC 
Identifying languages with their characteristic sequences, SIZE(G,) is the set of all 
languages having linear-size circuits and SIZE(G, ) is the set of all languages having 
polynomial-size circuits. Following standard usage, we write P/Poly for SIZE(Gi). 
We also write P/Poly’.“. for SIZEi.“(G1). 
Notation 5.1. Throughout this section we work with the selector d defined by 
&(n) = TL’@_]L rn/zl 
In the terminology of Section 4, the selector 8 requires a program to correctly 
decide the last #B(n) = rn/2] bits of an n-bit prefix x[O..n - 11. In particular, 
8(2 n+ ’ - 1) requires a program to correctly decide the substring x[length n] of x. 
Our derivation of circuit-size lower bounds from space-bounded selective 
Kolmogorov complexity lower bounds employs the following relationship. 
LEMMA 5.2. There exist a polynomial q and a constant P such that, for every 
binary sequence x E (0, 1) m and every n E N, 
mqx A 812”+’ - l)~gg,(n)C~+loi3 s,(n)l, 
where g,(n) = max{n, CS,(n)}. (Th’ 1s re mes a result of Abu-Mostafa [46].) f 
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Proof Call a string y E {0, 1) OD novel for n if y is an n-input circuit code and, 
for every n-input circuit code y’ that lexicographically precedes y, graph(y’) # 
graph(y). The predicate “y is novel for n” can easily be tested in space that is 
polynomial in n + (~1. Let y,, . . . . yJcn) be the lexicographic enumeration of those 
strings that are novel for n. It is routine to design a machine M that takes inputs 
t, NE N in binary and has the following property. If N = 2”+ ’ - 1 and 1 d t d J(n), 
then M( t, N) = O*“- ’ graph(y,), and this computation is carried out in space that 
is polynomial in N. It follows by (4.2) that there exist a polynomial q and a 
constant c such that 
KS4(x/\8(2”+‘-l)~c+ltl 
whenever x[length n] = graph( y,) for some 1 < t d J(n). 
(5.1) 
We now estimate the number H,Jn) of strings y that are novel for n and have 
size(y) <gs,(n). (Such an estimate was first computed by Shannon [38]. Minor 
variations of Shannon’s estimate have appeared many times. The argument here, 
included for completeness, is similar to that of Balcazar, Diaz, and Gabarro [4],) 
In an n-input circuit with s gates, each gate has fewer than 6(n + s)’ possible 
specifications of its function and the sources of its inputs. Thus there are fewer than 
6”(n + .s)” such circuits. Each of these circuits is functionally equivalent to the 
(s - l)! circuits obtained by permuting its s - 1 nonoutput gates (and adjusting 
the inputs to the output gate accordingly), so the number of functionally distinct 
such circuits is less than 6”(n +s)*‘/(s- l)! =~6~(n +s)~.‘/s!. This is less than 
I: 12(n + s)‘]“/s !. Using the weak Stirling approximation s ! > (s/e)s, then, the 
number of distinct such circuits is less than [ 12e(n + s)*/s]“. Since g,(n) > n and 
every circuit with fewer than g,(n) gates can be simulated by a circuit with exactly 
g,(n) gates, it follows that 
H,(n I< 12e(n +g,(n))* 1 gh’ s,(n) d [48eg,(n)]Rr’“J (5.2) 
for all XE {0, l}” and ncN. 
By the monotonicity of the circuit coding 0, for every x E (0, 1 } X and n EN, 
there is some 1 < t < H,(n) such that x[length n] = graph(y,). Setting 
C = 1 + c + log(48e), 
it follows from (5.1) and (5.2) that 
KSY(x A ,12”+‘- l)<c+ (tl 
G c + 1 + log H,(n) 
d c + 1 +g,(n) log[48eg,(n)l 
Gs,(n)C~ + log g,Jn)l 
for all XE (0, l}lo and nEN. m 
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Our almost everywhere lower bound for circuit size in ESPACE can now be 
derived from Theorem 4.4. 
THEOREM 5.3. For every tl< 1, the set of all x E (0, 1 } m such that CS,(n) > 
(2”/n)( 1 + a log n/n) a.e. has pspace-measure 1, hence measure 1 in ESPACE. 
ProoJ: Fix 0 < a < 1 and write p = 1 + LX log n/n for convenience. Assume for a 
moment that 
CS,(n)<z( 1 +Fj i.0. 
Choosing q and E as in Lemma 5.2, we then have 
KSY(x A 5(2”+’ -l)+[i+log(~Bj] 
=2n-X [(fi-U)logn-P(Z+logfl)] 
<2fl-T [(l -Ci)lOgn-/3(?+logP)] i.0. 
Since /?(t + log /?) --) C as n + co, it follows that 
KSQ(x A 6.)2”+’ - 1)<2”-: [(l -cc)logn-2E] i.0. 
Rewriting this with the change of variable N= 2”+ r - 1 gives 
KS4(x A d/N)< #B(N)-f(#t?(N)) i.o., 
where f(k) = (k/log k)[ (I- tl) log log k - 2t]. 
Now fix a constant k0 EN such that 
f(k)>&loge and 24(k+ 1) 
hold whenever k > k,. Set g(j) = 2(j2 + k, + 1) for all je N. Then g E p and 
co 
/(#fsn)) - _ f 2-fcrd21) = 2 f 2-fcn) 
n=&?(i) n=J2+k,,+1 
<2 i e-J;;<2 
n=j2+k0+1 
s 
CD 
e -J;dt 
j2+ko 
=4e-m(1+&-)<2-j 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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for all j E N; i.e., g testifies that the series C,“= 0 2 ~ r(#b(n’) is p-convergent. It follows 
by Theorem 4.4 that the set of all x E (0, 11” satisfying (5.4) has pspace-measure 
0. Since (5.3) implies (5.4), this proves the theorem. 1 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3, we have the following strengthening 
of Shannon’s almost everywhere lower bound [38] on circuit size. 
THEOREM 5.4. For every real number LY < 1, almost every binary sequence 
x E (0, 1 }” has circuit-size complexity CS,(n) > (2”/n)( I + a log n/n) a.e. 
The distribution of complexities between this lower bound and the 
(2”/n)( 1 + 0( I/&)) upper bound of Lupanov [23] remains an open question. 
Theorem 5.3 extends the following known result by increasing the lower bound 
and by substituting “a.e.” for “i.0.” 
COROLLARY 5.5 (Lutz [24]). Zf f: N + N is such that fE pspace and 
f(n) = o(2fl/n), then the set of binary sequences x E (0, 1 }” such that CS,(n) >,f(n) 
i.o. has pspace-measure 1, hence measure 1 in ESPACE. 
COROLLARY 5.6 (Lutz [24]). p(P/Poly 1 ESPACE) = 0. 
In fact, we now have a stronger result. 
COROLLARY 5.7. u( P/Poly’.“. 1 ESPACE) = 0. 
The following consequence of Theorem 5.3 (via Corollary 5.7) was in the fact the 
starting point for research leading to Theorem 5.3. 
COROLLARY 5.8 (Kannan [ 153). ESPACE $E P/Poly’-” . 
We now consider circuit-size complexity in uniform time complexity classes. For 
this we use the following relationship between circuit size and time-bounded selective 
Kolmogorov complexity. 
LEMMA 5.9. There exist a polynomial q and constants E, and f2 such that, for 
every binary sequence x E { 0, 1) m and every n E N, 
KT”(x A 612”+‘- 1)$c^,g,(n)logg,(n)+c^,, 
where g,(n) = max{n, CS,(x) 1. (This refines a result of Abu-Mostafa [46].) 
Proof Using the circuit interpreter I, we can design a machine M such that if 
N=2”+1 - 1 and y = O(y), where y is an n-input circuit, then 
M( y, N) = 02’- ’ graph(y) 
in < q’(N + size(y)) time, where q’ is a polynomial. In fact, by the Lupanov upper 
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bound there is a polynomial q” such that for every string z E (0, 11’” there is a 
circuit code y such that 
M( y, Iv) = 02”- Iz 
in <q”(N) time. It follows by our choice of circuit coding scheme that 
KT’$(x A 812”” - 1) 6 k@J CS,(n) log[n + CS,(n)] 
G ?I &C(n) 1% &(n) 
for every x E (0, 11 O” and HEN, where t, = 2k,. By (4.1), then, there exist a 
polynomial q and a constant 2, such that 
KT‘Q A 812”+’ - 1) G t, g,(n) loi% g,(n) + c2 
forallxE(O,lJmandnEN. 1 
Almost everywhere lower bounds for circuit size are now easily derived from 
Theorem 4.15. 
THEOREM 5.10. Zf i> 1 and f E Gi, then the set of all x E (0, 1 }” such that 
CS,(n) > f(n) a.e. has pi+ ,-measure 1, hence measure 1 in Ei+ , . 
Proof. If x E (0, 1 } m is such that 
CS,(n) < f(n) i.o., 
then Lemma 5.9 tells us that there exist functions g, q E Gi such that 
KT4(x A 6 ) n) <g(log #c?(n)) i.o. (5.5) 
Since the set of all x E {O, 1 } O” satisfying (5.5) has pi+ ,-measure 0 by Theorem 4.15, 
the present theorem follows. m 
COROLLARY 5.11. For i E N, SZZEi,“jGi) has pi+ ,-measure 0, hence measure 0 
in Ei+z. 
ProoJ: Since SIZEi.“ c SIZE’~“(~,+ i) and ii+ i E Gi+ , , this follows 
immediately from Theorem 5.10. 1 
COROLLARY 5.12. P/Poly”“. has p,-measure 0, so p(P/Poly’.‘. ( E3) = 0. 
COROLLARY 5.13. For each k E N, SZZZ?“jnk) has p,-measure 0, so 
p(SZZZ?.“jnk) ) E2) = 0. 
Theorem 5.10 extends a result of [24] by substituting “a.e.” for “i.0.” Corollaries 
5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 then extend results of [24] in like fashion. 
Since Wilson [44] has exhibited oracles relative to which E, c P/Poly and 
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E E SIZE(GO), Corollaries 5.12 and 5.13 appear to be the strongest results that we 
can obtain from relativizable techniques. 
6. PSEUDORANDOM SEQUENCES 
The results of the preceding two sections can now be used to prove lower bounds 
on the nonuniform complexity of pseudorandom sequences. We first define the 
measure-theoretic notion of pseudorandomness. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A A-test is a set XE {0, 11” such that pJX)= 1. A binary 
sequence x E (0, 1 } ccI passes a A-test X if x E X. A binary sequence x E (0, 1) X is 
A-random, and we write x E RAND(A), if x passes all d-tests. That is, 
RAND(A) = n {X ( Pd(X) = 1). 
It is an essential feature of A-randomness that it (like the algorithmic randomness 
of Martin-Liif [283 and the weak randomness of Schnorr [34-371) is definable in 
measure-theoretic terms. However, A-randomness admits other characterizations, 
just one of which we mention here. (This follows immediately from Theorem 3.19 
and Definition 6.1.) 
THEOREM 6.2. A sequence XE (0, 1)” is A-random if and only if there is no 
A-computable martingale that succeeds on x. 
If A = ret, then Theorem 6.2 tells us that ret-randomness is equivalent to the 
martingale randomness mentioned by van Lambalgen [42, pp. 77-78-J. Thus if we 
let RAND be the set of all algorithmically random sequences of Martin-Lof [28] 
and RAND, be the set of all weakly random sequences of Schnorr [36] (see also 
[41, 42]), then 
RAND s RAND(rec) C_ RANDw. 
If A is a time- or space-bounded complexity class, then A-randomness is a notion 
of pseudorandomness that is at least as strong as (and, we conjecture, stronger 
than) the time- and space-bounded versions of RANDw investigated by Schnorr 
[34, 361. In any case, such classes RAND(A) have the following abundance 
property, which can be regarded as a weak analogue of the existence of a universal 
test for algorithmic randomness [28]. (See [27] for a proof and further discussion 
of pseudorandom sequences.) 
THEOREM 6.3 (Abundance Theorem). For i> 1, RAND(p,) is Q p,+ ,-test and 
RAND(pispace) is u pi+ ,space-test. That is, 
p,,+,(RAND(p,)) = I*~,+, space( RAND( pispace)) = 1. 
Thus p(RAND(pi))Ei+,)=p(RAND(pispace)) E,+,SPACE)= 1. 
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Thus almost every sequence in Ei+ 1 is pi-random and almost every sequence in 
Ei+, SPACE is pispace-random. That is, Definition 6.1 is sufficiently weak to 
provide an abundance of deterministically computed pseudorandom sequences. On 
the other hand, every singleton subset of R(A) has A-measure 0, so no sequence in 
Ei is p,-random and no sequence in E,SPACE is pispace-random. Thus we 
immediately have lower bounds on the uniform complexities of pseudorandom 
sequences. The following results give lower bounds on the nonuniform complexities 
of pseudorandom sequences. 
THEOREM 6.4. Zf x E { 0, 1 } O” is pspace-random, then 
KP(xIn)>n-f(n) a.e. (6.1) 
for every polynomial q and every f Epspace such that C,T& 2-@’ is p-convergent; 
and 
CS,(n)>:( 1 +F) a.e. (6.2) 
for every real number CI < 1. 
Proof By Theorems 4.5 and 5.3, conditions (6.1) and (6.2) are pspace-tests. 1 
THEOREM 6.5. Zfx~ (0, l}” is pi-random, where i 2 1, then 
KP(x ) n) > g(log n) a.e. 
for all g E Gi- 1 and q E Gi. Zf i 3 2, then we also have 
CL?,(n) > f(n) a.e. 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
for allf EGi-,. 
Prooj By Theorems 4.16 and 5.10, conditions (6.3) and (6.4) are pi-tests. l 
COROLLARY 6.6. RAND(p,) n P/Poly’.“. = 12/. 
That is, every p,-random sequence has superpolynomial circuit-size complexity 
almost everywhere. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have proven several results of the following general form. 
Almost every problem in the uniform complexity class V has 
very high nonuniform complexity almost everywhere. 
For %? = ESPACE, these results give strong instances of the Shannon effect. 
For time-bounded classes 97, the results are distributionally strong but leave 
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E $?L P/Poly and other important conjectures unresolved. We have, however, shed 
some structural light on such questions. For example, Theorem 5.3 tells us that at 
least one of the following is true. 
(i) E rf SIZE’.“.((2”/n)( 1 + (a log n/n))) for every real LX < 1. 
(ii) E is a measure 0 subset of ESPACE. 
Condition (i) is much stronger than the E g P/Poly conjecture. By the work of 
Hartmanis and Yesha [ 111, condition (ii) implies, and is probably stronger than, 
the conjecture that P 5 P/Poly n PSPACE. 
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